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The ß or strict topology on the space C(S) of bounded continuous

functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space 5 was introduced by

Buck, see [l]. The purpose of this note is to prove:

Theorem. No properly stronger locally convex topology on C(S) agrees

with ß on norm bounded sets (equivalently, on ß-bounded sets).

The most obvious consequence of this is that a linear transforma-

tion from C(S)ß into a locally convex space is continuous if it is con-

tinuous on bounded sets, a fact which was observed for linear func-

tional by Buck in [l ]. The/3' or bounded strict topology is the strong-

est locally convex topology on C(S) which agrees with ß on bounded

sets. For a proof of existence, see [2], [S], or [7], where an explicit

neighborhood base is given. Our theorem may now be stated : ß' =ß.

Thus, since ß agrees with the compact open topology on norm

bounded sets, we have that ß is the strongest locally convex topology

on C(S) which agrees with the compact open topology on norm

bounded sets. It is easy to show (see [S]), that C(S)ß> has the same

adjoint as C(S)ß, namely the functionals given by elements of M(S),

the space of bounded regular Borel measures on 5. This immediately

gives ß' =ß if 5 is paracompact, as Conway showed in [4] that C(S)ß

is a Mackey space then. In [3], the/3' topology is discussed in the con-

text of general localizations (see [6, pp. 154 and 155] or [2, part 2]).

In [5] and [7], the/3' topology was useful in questions of continuity

and equicontinuity of operators, and in neither paper was it apparent

that ß would have served as well.

Proof of Theorem. Let || || denote the supremum norm on C(S)

and the variation norm on M(S). Let Co (S) denote the space of func-

tions in C(S) which vanish at infinity, and for $£Co(S), let

V*- {fEC(S):\\f4 |l}.

Then the sets { V^,} form a neighborhood base at 0 for ß. If ^EC(S)

and pEM(S), then \p\ denotes the variation (measure) of ¿t, and

\¡/¡j.EM(S) is defined by [\f/p](E) = Je $dp.
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U1>£C(s), #è0, then let

A+= \fEC(S): l/l   g*}.
We see that the polar of A4, is given by

(¿,)°- {n€Jf(S):|M ál}.

Now let W be an absolutely convex /3'-closed ß' neighborhood of 0.

For each « = 1,2, • • • , let Bn denote the closed norm ball in C(S) of

radius re, and let <f>nECo(S) be such that <bn^0 and

w n Bn d Bn n F*„.

Let <pj =max {<pn, 1/re}, \f/„ = \/(bJ, and An = Aj,n. Then

Let IF' denote the ß'-closed absolutely convex hull of (JAn. Then

W'CW, and (W')° = r\(An)0. We will show that (W')° is /3-equi-
continuous, so that W is aß neighborhood of 0.

Since each (An)° is norm bounded, (W')° is norm bounded. Suppose

e>0. Let (l/«)<€, and

K = {xES: \<p„(x)\   2: 1/«}.

If pE(W')\ then pE(An)°, so that

|M|(SVO=f     d\p\   = f     <i>¿índ\p\   = f     *,'¿|**|
J S\K J S\K "I S\K

= (1/re) f     d|^|   ^ (l/w)||^M|| <e.
•' S\K

Thus, (IF')0 is^-equicontinuous by Conway's characterization in [4].
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